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Criticality of Reducing Shaft Work & Pressure Level During
Evaporation As Well As Condensation In Refrigeration & Cooling
System by Using Solar Sorption Refrigeration Methods
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ABSTRACT
In the modern era, there is increase in the demand of air cooling and refrigeration system which put a huge
load on the present energy resources present on the earth. The energy resources available with us are not
able to cope with the present need. This short review paper focuses on the utilization of Solar Energy as an
alternative to meet our demands for increasing refrigeration and cooling systems. A comparison is made
between traditional method and modern solar cooling technologies which can fulfill our energy needs in
future.
© 2017 JMSSE and Science IN. All rights reserved

Introduction
Energy is life line of modern world. The demand for cooling
is increasing day by day both in developed and developing
countries. So there is ever increasing demand of energy
resources, especially in the developing countries. Only the
Solar energy, which is present in abundant form, can cope
with the energy requirements. The daily solar energy
which the earth receives is equivalent to 50,000 billion oil
barrels [1]. This thing has attracted the researchers & has
opened innumerable options of using solar energy as
alternative source of energy. Moreover the Solar Energy is
easily available, eco friendly & renewable source of energy.
In case of air cooling & refrigeration purposes, Solar
cooling system can be used which will cut the energy
requirements. Solar cooling system will be beneficial in
hotter areas as plenty of sunlight is available there. This
method uses Vapor Absorption/Adsorption System in
which use of compressor is eliminated to create two
pressure levels in the system [2]. The two pressure levels
are that of Evaporation and Condensation of Refrigerant.
The work required is relatively large because of
compression of vapor which undergoes large changes in
Specific Volume. Thus if means are available for raising
pressure of refrigerant from evaporative pressure to
condenser pressure without much changing its volume it is
possible to reduce shaft-work. The same thing is done in
Vapor sorption techniques.

Traditional refrigeration system
In case of Traditional refrigeration system (Fig. 1), a
compressor, a condenser, a thermal expansion valve (also
called a throttle valve or metering device), and an
evaporator are used. Circulating refrigerant enters the
compressor in the thermodynamic state known as a
saturated vapor and is compressed to a higher pressure,
resulting in a higher temperature as well. The hot,
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compressed vapor is then in the thermodynamic state
known as a superheated vapor and it is at a temperature
and pressure at which it can be condensed with either
cooling water or cooling air. That hot vapor is routed
through a condenser where it is cooled and condensed into
a liquid by flowing through a coil or tubes with cool water
or cool air flowing across the coil or tubes. This is where
the circulating refrigerant rejects heat from the system and
the rejected heat is carried away by either the water or the
air. The electric power is to be supplied to compressor for
its working.

Figure 1: Traditional Vapor Compression Refrigeration system [2]

Application of solar energy in cooling
There are various numerous applications of utilizing Solar
Energy in cooling system that are [4-6]: The use of solar
energy can be made by elimination of the energy supplied
to the compressor. In order to increase the pressure of
refrigerant vapor, it is dissolved in an inert liquid at the
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same pressure as the evaporator and solution thus formed
is pumped to a condenser pressure. The liquid which is
practically incompressible and undergoes practically no
change in specific volume require very little work for
raising its pressure. After raising the pressure the
refrigerant is separated from the solution by heating. This
heat is provided with the help of Solar Energy. The various
methods of using solar heat energy are:- a) Solar
Absorption Refrigeration System. b) Solar Adsorption
Refrigeration System.
Solar Absorption Refrigeration System
In this system (Fig. 2) the absorber receives the refrigerant
in vapor form and creates a rich mixture. The pump is used
to forward this mixture to the generator (which is also
known as disorber) which consume a small amount of
power only [7]. In the generator the refrigerator &
absorber got separated with the help of heat supplied to it
[8]. The generator receives the heat from the solar
apparatus in which the solar radiations are absorbed in
solar collector which gives heat to the working fluid that
moves through pipes in the collector. The fluid in pipes
passes its heat to the generator. The high pressure &
temperature refrigerator then passes through condenser &
rest of the procedure is same as that of traditional VCRS.
With the help of pressure relief valve the weaker solution
return back to absorber through Heat Exchanger. Heat
Exchanger improves the COP of the system upto 60%. [1].
The required temperature for operation of absorption
chillers is generally more than 700 C with COP ranging
between 0.6 & 0.8. [9].

zeolite [14]. The apparatus consists of evaporator,
condenser & generator (in which adsorbent is present).

Figure 2: Absorption Refrigeration system

The vaporized refrigerant is adsorbed in the pores of the
adsorbent in the reaction chamber (or generator). The
adsorption process takes place in following steps:
1. In the first step refrigerant vapors which are adsorbed
on the adsorber are desorbed using heating coils [15].
The heat obtained is from solar energy using suitable
apparatus. This results in increase in the temperature
& pressure of refrigerant which then moves to the
condenser. So the refrigerant is compressed in the
similar way as that by mechanical compressor [16].
2. In the second step Condensation take place as in
traditional process where Vapor changes to liquid
with the help of cooling coils.
3. In next step the adsorber is cooled by the cooling coils
to maintain its pressure below the condenser pressure
(or equivalent to pressure of refrigerant vapors) &
also at low temperature [17]. There is also decrease in
the pressure of refrigerant vapors in the expansion
valve as in Traditional VCRS [18].
4. In the last step low pressure refrigerant vapors from
evaporator are adsorbed by the adsorbent (which is
maintained at low temperature with the help of
cooling coils).

Properties
of
an
Ideal
“Refrigerant-Absorbent
Combination” [10-11].
1. The refrigerant should have high affinity for absorber
at low temperature and less affinity at high
temperature.
2. Mixture should have low freezing point.
3. There should be large difference in the boiling points
of refrigerants and the absorbent.
Types of absorbent-refrigerant pairs [12](Table 1)
1. Lithium Bromide (Absorbent) & Water (Refrigerant)
2. Ammonia (Refrigerant) & Water (Absorbent).
Ammonia-Water combination is widely used as it posses
most desirable properties.
Adsorption refrigeration system
Adsorption is the adhesion of gas, liquid or a dissolved
solid to surface which creates a thin adsorbent layer on the
surface of the adsorbent [13]. In adsorption type of
refrigeration system (Fig. 3) the refrigerator is adsorbed on
the surface of some suitable adsorbent such as silica gel &

The main advantage of an Adsorption type Refrigeration is
its wide range from 50°C-500°C. There is no need of an
electric pump or Generator to be installed in this type.
Moreover there is no corrosion problem in this system.
Also, the amount of Refrigerant cycled in relation to the
amount of an Absorbent is larger [20].

Table 1: Different types of Absorbent-Refrigerant pairs with their advantages & disadvantages
Absorbent-refrigerant pair
Lithium Bromide & water

Advantages
1. Comparatively Higher COP.
2. Large Latent Heat of
Vapourisation.
3. Lower Operating Pressures

Disadvantages
1. Corrosive so inhibitor like Lithium
Chromate is to be used for metal parts.
2. Comparatively Expensive.
3. Evaportor operates above 00C.

Ammonia & Water

1. Evaporator operates below
00 C.

1. Hydrogen is to be used to maintain
pressure in the evaporator.
2. Ammonia is toxic & dangerous for
human health.
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Figure 3: Adsorption refrigeration system [5]

Conclusions
This paper intends to show the utilization of Renewable
energy resource i.e. Solar energy in cooling as well as
refrigeration system in order to meet energy requirements.
Further this paper also reflects on various methods of
utilizing Solar thermal energy by combining Solar
Absorption Refrigeration system & Solar Adsorption
Refrigeration system for easily separation of Refrigerant
vapor from the solution. This review paper mainly focus on
vapor Sorption Refrigeration system, in which two
pressure levels during evaporation & condensation was
completely eliminated by raising the pressure of vapor
refrigerant from evaporator pressure to condenser
pressure without much increase in specific volume. Thus,
with the use of this solar thermal energy in refrigeration
and cooling system shaft power, need of external power
source was reduced to large extent. Moreover there are
large numbers of advantages of utilizing solar thermal
energy i.e. freely abundantly available in nature, ecofriendly, meeting the future energy demands, can be
renewed again and again etc.
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